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INTRODUCTION 

In 1936, the brainchild of Ford Frick inducted its first 

five members. By 1939, twenty-one other men had joined Ty 

Cobb, Walter Johnson, Christy Mathewson, Babe Ruth and Honus 

Wagner in having a plaque hung in their honor in the newly 

opened Hall of Fame and National Baseball Museum in Coopers

town, New York. Cooperstown, the boyhood horne of Abner DGuble

day and James Fenimore Cooper, was the mythical birthplace of 

modern baseball. National League President Frick reasoned 

that this was the proper place to build his Hall of Fame and 

saw it dedicated in June of 1939. From that time to the pre

sent, controversy has surrounded the election of its members. 

It is the age old question of what player is better than this 

player, and so forth. Whether that question can be answered 

is of great interest to me and will be part of the purpose of 

this study. It will further be the purpose of this study to 

analyze the players selected to be members in the Hall of Fame 

and how they compare to each other as well as those players 

considered candidates for election to the Hall. Finally, this 

paper will introduce a possible system for rating players 

according to their abilities and accomplishments. 

The election process for the Hall of Fame has undergone a 

number of changes since its conception in 1936. The rules 

governing today's elections are a result of continual testing 
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and improvement. The process is relatively simple. After five 

for election to the Hall. The voters at this point are the 

Baseball Writers Association of America. To gain a place in 

Cooperstown, a player must receive votes from seventy-five 

percent of the ballots. He can come up for election in this 

manner over the next fifteen years. At this point, the player 

must wait another five years before further consideration. 

Twenty-five years after his retirement, the player is eligible 

for election by the Committee on Baseball Veterans. Once agail, 

a seventy-five percent majority is necessary for election. The 

only other stipulation for membership requires the player to 

have competed in at least ten major league seasons. rfhis ru I e 

has been waived for old Negro League ball players and one tragic 

exception discussed later. 

As is immediately apparent, there is no uniform way of 

judging the merit of the players in question. There is only the 

voter and his personal memories of the candidate to guide him. 

I felt that there must be some way to objectively determine the 

degree of excellence attained by the prospective member of Base

ball's Hall of Fame. I found myself turning to the world ofi>tWl1 -

bers for the answer. 

Baseball has been a sport that naturally lent itself to 

statistics. From the earliest days of the game, records were 

kept regarding performances of teams and players. When Henry 

Chadwick developed the box score, a new era of science and sport 
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began to emerge. It is from this merger that I feel an appro-

priate system can be created to gauge a player's overall ability. 

The one thing ,-::-,11 1)as';~')211 ~)lay,,""~ :',.'1 v \:; in common is that they 

are credited in the same statistical categories. 

from this common ground. 

We can build 

There are certain statistical categories that have always 

gotten their share of attention from fans and the media. For 

pitchers, the most often seen statistic is the wins category 

followed closely by earned run average. For the hitter, the 

magic column is batting average. Home runs have also become a 

much used statistic. But there is so much more to being a good 

pi tcher or good hi t ter theln these areas of measure can gauge. 

I came up with lwelve vi.tching and thirteen hitting and fielding 

categories to use in this study. 

The next question was what to do with these numbers. 

After consulting my friend and computer whiz, Robert Swisshelm, 

I came away with a written program that would rank the players 

accordirlg to their accomplishments in specific areas. In a 

nut shell, the players are ranked in each category from best to 

last. The best statistic rates a one, the next best a two, etc. 

The computer then adds up all the points awarded in each cate

gory to the individual. The players are then ranked with the 

lowest score receiving top honors, the next lowest score second, 

and on to the highest score which would rank that player last. 

This way, a system of judging all around accomplishment is de

veloped. 

-3-
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Not all the players in the Hall of Fame are used in this 

study. Those players elected from the Negro Leagues sadly left 

no statistics that could be used in conjunction with Major 

League statistics. For those players who saw action in both 

leagues, I had to determine if there was enough information 

available to warrant inclusion to the study. If there was, 

I still marked them in the tables to show that part of their 

career is missing in terms of numbers. I also did not include 

those players who were elected to the Hall more on the basis of 

their managerial or executive careers. To do so would have 

been to cheapen the value of the other players' elections strict

lyon the basis of their playing ability. Finally, I had a de

cision to make regarding some notable players who were banned 

from baseball for gambling. I decided that their statistics 

were not corrupt and included and designated them. 

My search for non-member players to be used in comparison 

with those players in the Hall of Fame was somewhat difficult. 

I spent quite a few hours going through the lifetime and single 

season stats of every player who saw major league action, making 

a list of all the better than average players. This list was 

honed to the point that I felt I could cut no other players. 

This results in a roster of all the best players the game has 

ever seen, both in and out of the Hall of Fame. 

What do I hope the numbers will show? I have broken the 

players of the Hall down by position. Separately I hope to show 

who some of the best players of the game were, and to find out 
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if there are any players who are not in the Hall of Fame that 

should seriously be considered for induction. I have also - added a table of all the fielders together to get an idea of 

the order of all around greatness. 

When I started my research I wanted an idea of the average 

length of time a player had to wait to be elected to Coopers-

town. The YOB category was originally Years on Ballot to 

determine the number of times a player was voted on before being 

selected as a member of the Hall. After discovering that the 

rules for eligibility have changed fn~qw~ntly over the years, 

I decided to change the category to make it universal. YOB now 

means years out of baseball. It is the number of years upon 

retirement from active play the athlete waited or still waits 

for election. To determine the number of ballots for a modern 

day player, simply subtract five from the number listed. 

This paper is meant to be a look at the Hall of Fame from 

a student and fan pOint of view. It is not the purpose of this 

paper to question the wisdom of the Hall of Fame electorate's 

past judgements. Nor is it to be considered a final solution 

as to who should and should not be admitted as members of the 

Hall. This paper is simply an indulgence into an area that has 

provoked a considerable amount of interest in my life. 

Finally, a note should be made about the bibliography of 

this paper. It would be quite a task to list every book or 

article I have read concerning baseball, the Hall of Fame, and 

great players of yesteryear. Suffice it to say that a consider-

able number of authors have contributed to this paper that I 

--
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am not even aware of. The references made in the bibliography 

are strictly for those works that had a significant and recent 

affect on the outcome of this paper. It should further be 

noted that all the statistics used in this study came from the 

1982 edition of The Baseball Encyclopedia. These statistics 

represent all those compiled at the end of the 1982 season and 

going into the 1983 season. 
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PITCHERS 

Any look at players of the Hall of Fame by position must 

begin with those men who stand in the center of the diamond 

controlling the start of every play. The pitcher is the one 

man who shapes the destiny of every game with his delivery of the 

little spheroid to the awaiting batter standing anxiously to 

one side of home plate. It is a team's pitcher who will determine 

whether his comrades must score as few as one run to as many 

as ten runs in order to assure a victory. Pitchers run the 

gamut from the big overpowering fast baIler to the sly and 

crafty junkball deliverer. They are the only player on the 

team to get personal credit for every win in their statistics. 

It is no wonder that in any official scoring of a game the pit

cher is always designated by the number one. 

The Hall of Fame recognizes the importance of the man on 

the mound. It is the single most populous position in the Hall, 

followed closely by outfielders. It can be argued that sinc0 

three outfielders play at any given time on a team while only 

one pitcher can occupy his position, pitchers enjoy a much 

larger advantage in reality as far as numbers go. Because of 

this abundance of members and because their statistics are 

necessarily different from t;lOse 0; :::-lC:i.T n'C'.ldT;J:'lt'2S, I \']<.11 ~)egiTl \'Tly 

look at the Hall of Fame from the perspective of the major league 

pi tcher. 

When eXumining the records and careers of Hall of Fame 
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pitchers, it becomes immediately apparent that they share a 

common trait. They are all known strictly as starters. I will 

discuss the relief pitcher at the end of this section. In 

light of this situation, I had little trouble deciding upon the 

categories I would use to analyze these pitchers. They are 

themselves divided into two distinct groups: those that would 

be used strictly on an overall average basis and those that 

would be used to rank the individual performances of the athlete. 

The categories that were not used in the compilation of 

points were number of years in the Major Leagues, total games 

played as a pitcher, total innings pitched, and number of 

championship teams. The Number of Years category is used to 

impress the fact that longevity is a prerequisite to induction 

to the Hall. It also qualifies the year in and year out 

performance of the pitcher. The pitcher who strikes out 2,500 

batters in fifteen years has done quite a bit better than the 

man who reaches the same plateau in twenty years. Number of 

games played does the same thing to an extent. It also gives us 

an idea of how the pitcher was used in his career. The fre

quency a manager would march his ace to the mound for a start 

has dropped considerably since the early days of the game. 

Whereas the ace of the staff might start a full half of his 

team's games in days gone by, today he will rarely see more than 

forty starts a year. The Innings Pitched category is merely 

another qualifying statistic. It should be noted that I rounded 

off tl1~ "_nn~_;H:;s :d f~clled, rounding down wi th thirds of innings 
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and up with two thirds of innings. The Championship Teams 

category refers to the number of times a pitcher had an effect 

in helping his team win a divisional championship, pennant, or 

World Series. A player never got credit for more than one 

championship per year and was considered an effective element 

if he pitched more than a handful of innings or won more than a 

couple games. I added this category simply to see what influ

ence the fact that a pitcher was on one of these championship 

teams had on the electorate of Cooperstown's museum. 

The first category used in pitcher rankings was lifetime 

Earned Run Average. The ERA is probably the single most re

vealing category in determining the effectiveness of the pit

cher. The next category, Wins, has a special aura about it. 

We often gauge a pitcher's year by the number of wins he posted, 

twenty being the magical number. Lifetime, 300 is the goal for 

every pitcher. Not one of the non-active pitchers who reached 

this plateau in their career remains off the role of Hall of Fame 

members. Winning percentage is used to qualify the Wins cate

gory. The pitcher with a career record of 250-100 is considered 

better than the pitcher who posted a 250-200 lifetime mark. Pro

bably the most artistic game pitched is one in which not a sin

gle opposing player makes the circuit of the bases and crosses 

the plate. For this reason, I reward career shutouts with a 

category. The next most artistic pitching achievement is the 

strikeout. Whether the pitcher bowls the batter over with a 

fastball or fools him with a change-up, it is the most exciting 
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(or demoralizing, depending upon whose side you take) finish to 

the pitcher/hitter confrontation in baseball. But the pitcher 

must have control, so along with the Strikeout category I have 

added the Strikeout to Walk category. While a pitcher certainly 

helps his team with a strikeout, he also surely hurts his team 

with every base on balls he issues. To derive a number for this 

column, I took the total number of strikeouts recorded and divi

ded that by the total number of walks given up. A score of 1.00 

would mear the pitcher walked as many batters as he struck out. 

Anything less than 1.00 means he walked more than he struck out. 

As on~ can plainly see, the higher the number, the better the 

pitcher's performance. The final category is similar in nature. 

Hits to Nine Innings Pitched is derived by taking the total 

number of hits allowed, mUltiplied by nine, then dividing that 

product by the total number of innings pitched. Unlike the 

Strikeout to Walks category, the lower number is better in Hits 

to Nine Innings Pitched. 

Before an analysis of how the numbers carne out in regards 

to these Hall of Fame pitchers, it is appropriate to mention 

those pitchers not included in the study despite their membership 

in the Hall. As mentioned in the introduction, those players that 

played their career in the Negro Leagues are not included in this 

survey. Furthermore, Satchel Paige is not included despite 

having seen major league experience. Consj.~2rinp t~lat the 

bulk of his career was spent in the Negro Leagues, it would not 

be a fair measure of his pitching prowess to compare the statis

tics he compiled in his short stay in the Majors with those who 
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spent their best years there. Al Spalding is left out because 

his career was spent mostly in the old National Association 

where records were not kept very accurately. For this same 

reason and the fact that he only played six total seasons, Candy 

Cummings, the inventor of the curve ball, is left out. Finally, 

it should be noted that I let Addie Joss and Monte Ward in 

despite the fact that neither was a pitcher for at least ten 

seasons. Monte Ward was inducted as an all-around player, pri-

marily as a shortstop. His pitching record, however, demanded 

that he be used in comparison with his pitching peers. Addie 

Joss died of meningitis in the middle of his career. In 1978, 

the veterans committee decided to wave the ten years eligibility 

rule to allow his induction to the Hall. Since this distinguished 

board thought enough of Addie Joss' pitching abilities, I felt 

I could do no less and thus he is included in the rankings. 

These ratings are by no means the final word as to who are 

the best and worst overall pitchers in the Hall of Fame. They 

are simply my own way of judging lifetime accomplishments and 

prowess. They are also one way of looking at the players and 

sizing them up against one another. Finally, they are the stuff 

that bar room discussions concerning the abilities of different 

players of different eras arc rnad~ of. 

The pitcher with the most longevity was Early Wynn with 

23 seasons under his belt. The pitcher with the least, as men-

tioned above, was Monte Ward with seven years on the mound. The 

-
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great Cy Young is the Hall's workhorse playing in 906 games and 

throwing 7,356 innings. Addie Joss sadly threw in but 287 con-- tests. Surprisingly, he did not throw the least number of innings. 

That distinction goes to Sandy Koufax who, retiring at the age of 

31, threw in only 2,324 innings. The average Hall of Fame pit-

cher lasted 16 years, pitching 3,909 innings in 550 games. 

Ed Walsh, early twentieth century White Sox hurler, owns 

the lowest lifetime ERA at 1.82. Former Yankee, Red Ruffing, 

owns the worst in the Hall at 3.80. Of course, pitching with 

Babe Ruth, Lou Gehrig, and finally Joe DiMaggio hitting for you 

makes such a high ERA passable. Cy Young set the all time win 

mark at 511. Dizzy Dean, struck by a vicious line drive off 

the bat of Earl Averill, had his career shortened and thus could 

only post 150 career victories. The Winning Percentage cate-

gory goes to the nearly invincible Whi tey Ford at .690. Eppa 

Rixey, former Phillie and Red great from the teens and twenties, 

could win no more than 51.5 percent of his games. The total 

number of shutouts goes to Walter Johnson with no one coming 

near his 113 denials. Jesse "Pop" Haines could mus':er only 24 

in his nineteen year career and so brings up the rear in this 

category. The Hall of Fame average for pitchers in these areas 

are ERA's of 2.88, 265 wins with a percentage of .604 and 45 

shutouts. 

The most prolific strikeout king in Cooperstown is once 

again "The Big Train," Walter Johnson of the Senators, with 

3,508 fans under his belt. Monte Ward could notch but 920 

whiffs in his glove, but he leads all pitchers with a 3.64 -
-12-
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strikeout to walks percentage. Long time White Sox ace, Ted 

Lyons, had the most trouble with his control and actually walked 

more hitters than he K ed with a 0.96 percentage. Sandy Koufax 

showed the most domination over his opponents by allowing a 

remarkably few 6.79 hits per nine innings pitched. Yankee ace, 

Herb Pennock, had the most trouble but still compiled a respect

able 9.87 hits to nine innings pitched ratio. Whitey Ford played 

on an unbelievable thirteen championship teams while four pit

chers never saw the joy of a championship season: Ted Lyons, 

Amos Russie, Pud Galvin, and Addie Joss. The average Coopers

town pitcher struck out 1,849 batters while maintaining a 1.94 

strikeout to walk percentage. He gave up but 8.43 hits per nine 

innings pitched and played on three championship teams. 

Looking at the final total rankings, it is no wonder that 

on its first election the Baseball Hall of Fame chose Christy 

Mathewson and Walter Johnson as its first two pitchers. Christy 

"Big Six" Mathewson leads no category presented in this statis

tical study. He is, however, close enough to the top in all the 

categories to make him the Hall's greatest all around pitcher. 

If he had not pitched for the lowly Senators and retained only 

a .599 winning percentage, Walter Johnson may very well have 

claimed that berth. 

Scanning the rankings, it cannot help but be noticed that 

the top five spots belong to pitchers who threw a majority of 

their careers during the Dead Ball era of 1900 - 1920. This 

might be a mitigating circumstance except for the fact that Rube 

Marquard, a pitching great from the same time, ranks seventh 

-13-
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from the bottom. Along those same lines, however, the six pit

chers below Marquard all pitched during the hitter hey-day of 

the twenties, thirties, and forties. While I would not take 

away from those greats at the top of the list, I would say in 

defense of those at the bottom that the times in which they 

threw saw the emergence of the greatest hitters of the game, and 

possessing an ERA under 4.00 and over 200 wins was an extraordinary 

accomplishment. 

The highest ranked modern day pitchers are Sandy Koufax and 

Juan Marichal coming in sixth and seventh respectively. 

wonder why it took three ballots to put Mari-

chal in Cooperstown where he belonged. The middle of the ratings 

consist of those pre-1900 pitchers and the best from the forties 

and fifties. All in all, there are really no surprises in the 

way the ran kings turned out. 

Now we turn our eyes to those pitchers with exceptional 

records who are not in the Hall of Fame. I chose 38 pitchers to 

look at on their own and then in comparison with the present 

members of the Hall of Fame. When the computer spit out the re

sults, I could not help but be struck by the fact that the best 

active pitchers today rank at the top of this list. We may very 

well have just lived through a "Golden Era" as far as pitching 

is concerned. A close study of the top twenty-five in the combined 

list shows seven players who are not yet in the Hall. These 

include six active pitchers who are destined for enshrinement 

and one pitcher who had been retired fourteen years but had not 

yet been elected, Don Drysdale. When considering that tea~'lUnates 

Waite Hoyt and Herb Pennock from the old Yankees share Hall of 
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Fame honors, it only seems fair to grant the same to Sandy Koufax 

and his side-kick. 

What do I see in the way of future pitcher inductees? First, 

let me say that the Baseball Writers and the veteran's Committee 

have done an excellent job in their selection of Hall of Fame 

pitchers. They have certainly milked the cream of the crop from 

each era of baseball. In my mind, there are few improvements to 

make. As I said before, six active pitchers ranked in the top 

twenty-five of the combined list and should make Cooperstown on 

their first few ballot appearances. These pitchers in descending 

order are: Torn Seaver, Steve Carlton, Don Sutton, Jim Palmer, 

Gaylord Perry, and Ferguson Jenkins. Add to this list Nolan 

Ryan, who just surpassed Walter Johnson's strikeout record and 

will still move up on the list, and it is not hard to see that 

the seventies may very well have been one of the best eras for 

pitchers in baseball history. 

What of the other pitchers on the outside looking in? As 

I said before, it would be a shame not to grant admittance to 

Don Drysdale. Luis Tiant has a chance, but his time may come 

late. Jim Bunning, presently running for Governor of Kentucky, 

has been sadly overlooked by the electorate. Look for him on

the veteran's Committee list. Catfish Hunter has always been a 

favorite of the press and figures to be elected soon after he 

becomes eligible next year. Phil Niekro continues to defy the 

sands of time and may reach Cooperstown simply on persistence. 

Bert Blyleven, Tommy John, and Vida Blue need to post a few more 

big years to merit consideration. They are not that far away, 

-15-
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however. As far as older era pitchers such as Ed Reulbach and 

- Vic Willis, the Veteran's Committee may have already shut the 

door on players of their time. I do not foresee much of a possi-

bility for their induction. 

Those questions answered, there remains but one which must 

be dealt with. What to do with the relief pitcher? As I men-

tioned earlier, every pitcher in the Hall of Fame is known for 

their prowess as starters. Not one relief holds a place in 

that hallowed shrine. Obviously, the history of the game has 

not allowed a deserved stopper from the bullpen a chance to be 

Cooperstown material until the last few years. With few excep-

tions, managers did not consider the relief pitcher important 
I 

until the early sixties. Even then, the super star reliever 

did not really make his presence felt until the seventies. 

Rollie Fingers may very well be the first to crack the line 

that separates relievers from proper recognition in baseball 

history. Roy Face and Hoyt Wilhelm, early stopper prototypes, 

have failed to win election to the Hall despite fair showings. 

They may have to wait for Fingers before their achievements 

can be properly appreciated. Bruce Sutter and Rich Gossage 

will almost assuredly follOW Finger's footsteps to Cooperstown. 

Sparky Lyle and Mike Marshall, the only relievers other than 

Fingers to win a Cy Young Award, will have to merit some consid-

eration once relievers are legitimatized in the eyes of the Hall's 

electorate. 

I have a few final comments about pitchers and the Hall of 

Fame. As I mentioned previously, I believe that the Hall has -
-16-
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selected its pitchers extremely well. I also feel that as far 

as baseball eras past, the role call is full and we probably 

will not see any more pitchers from these years inducted. To do 

so would be to dilute the quality of the players presently chosen 

to reside in Cooperstown. We are blessed to be watching as many 

great pitchers throwing today as there are in Major League 

baseball. Because of this, baseball will be enshrining a large 

number of these pitchers in the not too distant future. Add to 

these starters the relievers that will make their way to immor

talization, and there may be a literal flood of the market as 

far as Cooperstown is concerned. As a result, standards for 

future election to the Hall may become more rigid for pitchers. 

In any case, one thing is assured: the quality of Hall of Fame 

pitching will be much greater in years to come than the already 

high level of today. 

/ 
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FIELDERS 

Perhaps a better title for this section would be "Hitters." 

It is corr~on knowledge that players gain notoriety and the chance 

for enshrinement in the Hall of Fame with their bats and not their 

gloves. If this were not the case, Willie Kamm, Bid McPhee, and 

Louis Aparicio would have gained admittance long ago. There 

are a few exceptions to this rule, but the fact still remains 

that of all the greats in Cooperstown, the average number of 

years they led their leagues in fielding is a less than spectacu

lar one year. This is not to say that the Baseball Writers and 

Veteran's Committee are not taking fielding into deeper consid

eration. The election of Brooks Robinson and George Kell this 

year with eighteen league leading seasons at third base between 

them is proof that they are looking at fielding more closely. 

The categories I used are the same for all the fielding 

positions. Despite an apparent effort to add glovemen to the 

Hall, the major emphasis for inductees remains with their abil

ities at the plate. Reflecting this, my categories place their 

emphasis on hitting. Fielding is added simply as a final shaping 

category. The exceptional fielder will gain a small bonus from 

it, but the average or poor fielder will not be hurt tremendous

ly by a bad rating in this area. Once again, I believe this 

rating system 1s a proper representation of how the Hall of Fame 

electorate judges its candidates. 

ThreE~ categories are the same for fielders as they were for 

pitchers: years, games, and championship teams. The other 
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non-scoring category is Total ~t Bats. This is a qualifying 

category in the same vein as Innings Pitched for hurlers. It 

should be noted that a time at bat is never awarded when a 

player is walked, hit by a pitch, or sacrifices a runner along 

the bases. For this reason, the At Bats's category does not 

actually tell us how many times the hitter literally stepped 

up to the plate. 

There are eight categories used in ranking the players. 

Total Hits is a magic category much like wins. No player that 

has reached the 3,000 hit plateau has been denied entry to the 

Hall of Fame upon reaching eligibility. Slugging Average is 

derived by taking the total number of bases amassed by a hitter 

divided by his total number of at bats. This category aids the 

power hitter as does the next area, Home Runs. It is true that 

home runs were not always as attainable as today, but there 

can be no doubt that since Babe Ruth and the twenties, no other 

feat by a batter 9aill~ such an air of importance. Runs Batted 

In, ot:i(~nri.R~ known as RBI, is the measure of the abi 1 i ty to 

hit in the clutch with runners on base. This statistic was not 

kept accurately unti 1 1888, and those players who saw action before 

this time are so designated. The next two categories give the 

non-power hitter an advantage. Runs scored and stolen bases 

are areas usually dominated by the jack rabbits who hit in the 

top two positions in the batting order as opposed to the powermen 

occupying the three, four, and five positions. Like RBI's, 

stolen bases were not kept accurately before 1888. From then 

until 1897, the rule regarding the award of a stolen base was 
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somewhat loose so that it was necessary to revise the specifica

tion for stolen bases. In 1898, the rule we have today was 

adopted. Players who had stolen bases credited to them during 

this time are also designated on the charts. Lifetime Batting 

Average is the last category involving hitting. As mentioned 

previously, it is probably the definitive measure of hitting 

ability with .300 being the magic number. Fielding Average is 

the last scored category. It does not represent the number of 

Gold Gloves won, but is simply the number of times the player 

led all other players in his league at his position in fielding 

average. The reason the Gold Glove was not used is that the 

award is often political in nature and does not always go to the 

best fielder year in and year out. 

When taken as a whole, the Hall of Fame hitters are a for

midable group. They sport a .311 batting average with 2,368 

hits. They played an average of 17 years and 2,031 games. They 

had a slugging average of .470 with 185 horne runs and 1,199 

RBI's. They scored an average of 1,325 runs with 225 stolen 

bases and helped their team win an average of three champion

ships during their illustrious careers. There are very few 

slouches in this conglomeration of at~letes. The rest of this 

chapter will deal with breaking these hitters down by position 

and analyzing their achievements with an even closer eye. 

CATCHERS 

Since we began our look at players with the pitcher, de

signated by the number one when scoring a game, it only seems 
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natural that we go next to those players designated by the number 

two, the catchers. Traditionally they may be the most abused 

players in the game. Not only do they spend their entire career 

in a squattlnsposition, they are Qxpected to d13 arrant ?~tches 

from the dirt and to take their share of foul tips off various 

parts of their bodies. In a game where the player is often times 

considered a hero, it is more than a little degrading to be told 

to don the "tools of ignorance" before taking your position. 

For these reasons and quite a few others, very few catchers last 

more than the necessary ten years to be considered for election 

to the Hall of Fame. As a result, the nine catchers that occupy 

places in Cooperstown are truly the best that ever called 

The catchers in the Hall seem to have been plucked for 

admittance by their eras. From the pre-1900 days come King 

Kelly, Chicago and Boston favorite, and Buck Ewing of the Giants. 

From the Dead Ball era comes two catchers who gained notoriety 

as much by their teams and batterymates as their own obvious 

skill. Ray Shalk was the long time White Sox catcher who sur

vived the Black Sox scandal of ].919 unscathed and caught Hall of 

Fame pitcher Red Fabe~ Roger Bresnahan saw his best years under 

the watchful eyes of New York Giant manager, John J. McGraw, 

catching t~e "Big Six", Christy Mathewson. The twenties gave 

us Cub great Gabby Hartnett. The thirties and forties gave 

Connie Mack's Philadelphia Athletic receiver, Mickey Cochrane, 

and the first in a series of four great Yankee backstops, Bill 

Dickey, to Cooperstown. World Series rivals Yogi Berra and Roy 
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Campanella of the Yankees and Dodgers represent the fifties, the 

last era represented by catchers in the Hall. 

As a group, Hall of Fame catchers compare as expected against 

their notable peers. They have the shortest average career at 

sixteen years. This of course causes them to also be last in 

average garnes, at bats, hits, RBI's, and runs. Their place as 

on-the-field generals is assured as they lead all Hall of Fame 

positions in average number of championship seasons with five. 

In inter-position comparison, the two Yankee greats, Bill 

Dickey and Yogi Berra, rise to the top of the rankings. Under-

standably, the two catchers from the Dead Ball pre-1920's 

era, Ray Schalk and Roger Bresnaham, bring up the rear. Roy 

Campanella, denied entry to the major leagues until he was 

twenty-seven years of age, ranks last in seasons and thus games, 

at bats, hits, and stolen bases. He does, however, lead all 

catchers ever with a .500 slugging average. Yogi Berra leads 

the hits, home runs, and RBI departments. Mickey Cochrane leads 

all catchers with a .320 batting average. Gabby Hartnett was 

the best gloveman with six league leading seasons fielding behind 

the plate. 

As was the case with pitchers, the Hall of Fame has done 

an excellent job of taking the best from the shelves to fill 

out the catcher position. I could only find seven catchers 

even worthy of serious consideration, and only one who did not 

play since 1960: Ernie Lombardi, Cincinnati standout of the 

thirties. Elston Howard and Thurman Munson were the other 
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~-two catchers in the Yankee legacy and are included. Joe Torre 

is added from the sixties and Johnny Bench, Ted Simmons and 

Carlton Fisk are the active catchers with more than ten years 

experience I thought stood a chance of being admitted to a 

place of honor in Cooperstown. In comparison with the present 
, 

members of the Hall, I was not surprised to find that those not 

in led only two scored categories. Johnny Bench is the most 

prolific horne run hitting receiver and Joe Torre has the most 

hits with 377 and 2342 respectively. 

Are any of these catchers on the outside capable of acquir-

ing a Hall of Fame berth? No one can have any doubt that Johnny 

Bench is a first ballot member of the Hall. He was the premier 

catcher of the seventies by far. Joe Torre, however, statis-

tically the best catcher of the sixties, has been thus far over-

looked by the Baseball Writers. It would be an injustice to 

keep him from a well earned place among Baseball's best. Ted 

Simmons and Carlton Fisk have chances, but they must throw some 

good seasons together before taking their final bows. Thurman 

Munson may go the way of Addie Joss and Ross Youngs, and be 

elected on the basis that the tragedy of mid-career death kept 

them from reaching the proper place in our memories that a full 

career would have accomplished. Ernie Lombardi and Elston 

Howard may have to wait until the places around them fill up 

and they find themselves the next best candidates. Lombardi 

deserves the nod before Howard, but ten championship seasons 

with the Yankees may give Elston an edge in the Veteran 

Committee's mind. As I said before, the Hall has done a tre-
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mendous job in selecting catchers, and with the election of 

Joe Torre, the proper role of catchers would be completed. 

FIRST BASEMEN 

Traditionally, the men who have played first base have been 

excellent hitters with questionable fielding abilities. They 

are usually the players that the manager cannot wait to send up 

to the plate, but grimace every time a ground ba 11 is hit in 

their general direction. Admittedly, this is somewhat of an 

exaggeration, but it is not too far from the mark judging by 

the statistics of the game's greatest first basemen. As a group, 

they average but one league leading season in the field. This 

is the lowest average of any group of infielders in the Hall. 

At the same time, the thirteen first basemen in Cooperstown 

are some of baseball's best hitters. They lead all other posi

tions in slugging average, .509, RBI's, 1326, and batting average, 

.321. 

The position is filled completely by older era players. The 

very end of Johnny Mize's career is the only one to breach 1950. 

A full four players from pre-1900 occupy first base positions 

in the Hall. Cap Anson, old Chicago great, leads in most sea

sons with 22, most hits at 3,041, and most number of fielding 

titles with 5. Roger Connon, the second pre-1900 standout, was the 

only other adequate gloveman in the Hall with four league lead

ing seasons. Dan Brouther~ a pre-1900 journeyman, leads all 

first basemen with a .342 batting average. Jake Beckley, the 

last of the pre-1900 first basemen in the Hall, played the most 
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games and had the most at bats with 2,386 and 9,526 respectively. 

Five players saw action in the 1~30's. The two best were 

Lou Gehrig and Jimmy Foxx. Gehrig leads all first basemen in 

slugging average, RBI's, runs, and championship teams. Foxx has 

534 lifetime round trippers and thus wins the home run cate

gory. The only player from the Dead Ball era, Cub end of the 

Tinker to Evers to Chance trio, Frank Chance, comes in last place 

in eight different categories. He may very well be one of only 

three players immortalized in Cooperstown on the basis of a poem 

rather than their statistics. He does, however, lead the stolen 

base category with 405. 

New York and St. Louis seem to be the breeding grounds for 

great first basemen. Fans from the Big Apple saw Gehrig wearing 

the familiar Yankee pinstripes and three future Hall of Famers 

in Giant uniform minding the first sack: Roger Connor, Bill 

Terry, and George "Highpockets" Kelly. st. Louis fans were 

treated to great performances from the Browns' George Sisler and 

Cardinal's Johnny Mize and "Sunny" Jim Bottomley. Sisler, father 

of two Major League ball players, twice batted over .400 for a 

single season. 

I had some trouble in making a list of first basemen to use 

in comparison with those now in the Hall. First, many players 

end up at first base in their older years and a distinction 

must be made as to whether or not they legitimately qualify as 

first basemen. Harmon Killebrew is the only one in this situa

tion that I decided to consider a first basemen. Ernie Ban~~ 

ended up at shortstop, Pete Rose, Willie Stargell, and Carl 
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Yastrzemski in the outfield, and Rod Carew at second base. 

The other problem was taking only the best of all the better than 

average first baseman not in Cooperstown. I honed the list to 

twenty players I felt deserved consideration. They, themselves, 

make a formidable group. 

The order of ranking of first basemen within the Hall saw 

Lou Gehrig and Jimmy Foxx tie for the top spot, followed closely 

by the four from baseball's childhood years with George Sisler 

thrown in between. When ranked with the other notables, the 

top seven spots remained unchanged. Orlando Cepeda sneaked in 

at number eight and Tony Perez followed Johnny Mize to round out 

the top ten. The only lead changes came in home runs and field

ing average. Harmon Killebrew hit a colossal 573 four baggers 

and Ed Konetchy led his league eight times in fielding. He was 

fOllowed closely by Charlie Grimm who was better than all comers 

on seven different occasions. 

Orlando Cepeda has been eligible for election to the Hall of 

Fame for four years now and surprisingly has received little 

attention from the sports writers. The "Baby Bull," who played 

on four different championship teams with the Giants, Cardinals, 

and Braves during the late fifties, sixties, and early seventies, 

deserves better from the game. Not only did he drive in 100 or 

more runs in five separate seasons, he also won Most Valuable Play

er honors in the 1967 campaign. Unfortunately, no one seems to 

be taking up the fight for him, thus leaving his fate in the 

hands of a future Veteran's Committee. 
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Tony Perez and Willie McCovey will probably be elected 

soon after reaching eligibility. Their popularity with the fans 

and sports writers combined with their impressive statistics 

almost assures their place in Cooperstown. Harmon Killebrew, 

long time Twins slugger, made his displeasure at not being 

elected his third time around known to everyone. You can bet 

that the fourth time will be the charm for the man who ranks 

fifth on the all-time horne run list. Mickey Vernon of the 

Senators in the forties and fifties has become a forgotten man. 

He comes before the Veteran's Committee in two years and may be 

the first first baseman of the fifties to be placed in the Hall. 

He will probably be followed by Dodger great, Gil Hodges. A 

campaign to elect him in his last year on the Baseball Writer's 

ballot fell a little short. He and Boog Powell tied Lou Gehrig 

for most championship seasons at seven. 

Present day stars, Steve Garvey and Cecil Cooper, are 

darlings of the press. Statistically, they have to put a few 

more numbers on the board before they can be given consideration. 

If they continue at their present pace, Garvey's steady ironman 

performance and Cooper's lessons in the art of hitting a baseball 

will easily be enough to insure their place among the Hall's 

best. At the present time, first base and shortstop lead all 

infield positions in numbers in the Hall of Fame with thirteen 

each. On t:he basis of the performances of those players men

tioned, I expect the ranks of the first basemen to swell faster 

than those of the shortstops in the next ten years. 
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SECOND BASEMEN 

If the first basemen are considered the sluggers and the 

catchers the shortest lived position, the second basemen in the 

Hall are just the opposite. They are tied with the shortstops 

for most seasons at 18. They do, however, lead in games and at 

bats with 2,160 contests and 8,050 official trips to the plate. 

The eight second basemen in the Hall are known for their hit pro

duction, speed on the basepaths, and agility in the field. 

Their average leads all Hall of Fame positions in number of hits 

with 2,591, most stolen bases with 307, and most number of field

ing titles at four. Next to outfielders, they may very well be 

the most talented group by position in Cooperstown. 

A full six of the eight honored second basemen saw Major 

League action either in the 1910's or 1920's. Only Billie Her

man of the thirties and forties Cubs and Dodgers and his successor 

Jackie Robinson played in any other era. Nap Lajoie of the 

earliest years of the twentieth century was the first second 

baseman inducted in the Hall of Fame. He never led his Cleveland 

Indians teams to any championships, but he was largely respon

sible for the success of the new American League. He also leads 

all second basemen with 1,599 RBI's. 

Eddie Collins, Rogers Hornsby, Charlie Gehringer, and 

Frank ~'The Fordham Flash" Frisch all made the twenties the Golden 

Age fo~ second basemen. Eddie Collins, survivor of the 1919 

Black Sox scandal and Philadelphia Athletic great, shares old 

man of the Hall honors with shortstop Bobby Wallace at 25 seasons. 

He naturally leads the games and at bat categories. Offensively, 
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he leads all second basemen with nine league leading fielding 

performances. Rogers Hornsby, the "Boy Manager", was the best 

hitting second basemen in baseball history. Not only did he 

bat for an incredible .358 lifetime average, but he also belted 

301 home runs for the Cardinals and Cubs and compiled a .577 

slugging percentage gaining top honors in all those categories. 

Once again, a member of that poetic trio brings up the rear 

in all but two of the categories. Little did Franklin P. Adams 

know that his prose in "Baseball's Sad Lexicon" immortalizing 

Tinker to Evers to Chance would land them spots among baseball's 

best. In 1946, the Baseball Hall of Fame inducted all three to

gether. I am not saying that these three were not good ball 

players. Their combined total of fourteen championship seasons 

prove they were of some worth to their teams. Statistically, 

however, they do not rank among the greatest of the game even 

considering the fact that their care~r spanned the Dead Ball era. 

The rankings did not bring many surprises. Only ten points 

separate the top five places. Johnny Evers finished an expected 

last. In defense of Jackie Robinson's sixth place rating, it 

must be remembered that Jackie was only able to play ten seasons 

in the Majors. If he had been able to play an entire career 

under normal conditions, he may very well have been statis

tically the greatest second basemen to ever play the game. 

I could only come up with nine other second basemen to even 

attempt to challenge the careers of this illustrious eight. 

The present standard was still high enough to keep any outsiders 

from cracking the top five spots. Even at that, only four players 
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finished higher than Jackie Robinson overall. The two active 

second basemen, Joe Morgan and Rod Carew, finished highest of 

all non-members. 

Carew and Morgan will probably be elected by the Baseball 

Writers sometime during their first few years of eligibility. 

Carew has a good chance of being put in on his first ballot. 

The others will have to corne under scrutiny by the Veteran's 

Committee. Ted Williams old Red Sox teammate, Bobby Doerr, 

and Yankee, Tony Lazzeri, of the great 1927 team stand decent 

odds of someday winning a spot in Cooperstown's shrine. 

Neither will probably see this happen in the near future. 

I would like to make a pitch at this time for a player I 

believe to have been mistakenly overlooked by the wise electors 

of the Hall. As can easily be seen, there are no representa

tives at second buse from the nineteenth century. This over

sight should be corrected and Bid McPhee elected to the Hall. 

Bid played his entire eighteen year career in Cincinnati be

ginning in 1882. He was the first legitimate star to play 

second base. He led the league in fielding on nine separate 

occasions and even led all players in horne runs and triples in 

two different seasons. Unfortunately, he played six years 

bases and thus, some vital information regarding his produc

tivity is lost for all time. This should not be held against 

his possible election to Hall of Fame membership. His addition 

to baseball's greatest officially recognized players would be 

no detriment to the standard set by the Hall and would in fact 
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fill a rather noticeable gap in its roster. 

SHORTSTOPS 

At this point, I have a decision to make. Anyone acquainted 

with proper scoring procedures has noticed that I have fOllowed 

a basic pattern in discussing the players position by position. 

It follows that since the pitcher is one, catcher is two, first 

base is three, second base is four, third base is five, and 

shortstop is six, I would discuss third basemen next. I have 

opted to change these two around and discuss shortstops first. 

If you consider the proximity of players on the field, a certain 

pattern still remains. 

When I first undertook this project, one of the major 

reasons was that of fighting for the end of shortstop neglect by 

the Hall of Fame electorate. For some strange reason, every 

year during the balloting there comes an entire series of 

articles discussing the great conspiracy keeping worthy short

stops out of Cooperstown. The names of Pee Wee Reese and Phil 

Rizzuto normally headline these pieces of journalism. After 

doing the research for this study, I had to wonder if any of the 

authors of these supposed eye-opening stories had done their 

homework ~ as well. 

As a. group, the Hall of Fame shortstops are admittedly the 

weakest position represented. They are last in slugging average, 

horne runs, batting average, and championship teams. This last 

category is somewhat surprising when considering the argument 

that great teams revolve around great shortstops. This opinion 

is used most often in the Reese/Rizzuto stories. The shortstops 
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are tied for the lead in one category: number of seasons at 

eighteen. The conspiracy theory falls through on this last 

major point. The thirteen shortstops in Cooperstown along with 

first basemen represent the second largest group of fielders 

trailing only outfielders. 

When considering the greatest shortstop in the history 

of the game, one needs look no further than one of the five 

original members of the Hall, Honus Wagner. There has never 

been a shortstop before or after the "Flying Dutchman" that 

could rival him in all around playing ability. During his 

twenty-one seasons, mostly with the turn of the century Pirates, 

he collected 3,430 hits, 1,732 RBI's, 1,740 runs, and 722 

stolen bases while batting for a .329 lifetime average. He 

leads all shortstops in these categories along with total games 

and at bats. No other position has ever been so thoroughly dom-

inated by the achievements of one player, nor does it seem like-

ly that any ever will. 

Ernie Banks, "Mr. Cub", leads the only other hitting cate-

gories with a .500 slugging average and 512 home runs. Some 

would say that Banks belongs among the first basemen. Consid-

ering that he came up as a shortstop, playing 1,125 games there, 

and that his two Most Valuable Player Awards came in 1958 and 

1959 while still on the left side of the infield, I have no 

reservation about his fielding classification. Lou Boudreau, 

Cleveland standout from the forties, proved to be the slickest 

fielding shortstop with eight league leading seasons. Hugh 

--
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Jennings of the nineteenth century Orioles and Joe Tinker, the 

beginning cog in the Cubs' famous double play combination, 

share the most championship seasons with five apiece. 

The shortstops in the Hall are populated by mostly early 

era ball players. A full seven of the thirteen saw Major 

League competition before 1920. Monte Ward, the most versatile 

Hall of Fame member, saw action as early as 1878. The fact 

that this many players saw their careers span the early Dead 

Ball era of the game may have some relation to their lower num

bers in the hitting categories. This mitigating circumstance 

comes under suspicion when considering that Wagner's career 

covered the same years as these. 

The rankinqs of these players hold no surprises. Wagner 

leads all comers by an outstanding margin. Banks has a firm 

hold on the second spot followed closely by Joe Cronin, Senators 

and Red Sox star of the thirties and forties, Joe Sewe~l of the 

twenties' Indians, and Luke Appling, the "Greatest White Sox 

Player of All Timr", in that order. As is expected, Joe Tinker 

brings up the rear. What is surprising is that Dave Bancroft, 

journeyman of the teens and twenties, gives him a good go for 

last place. Bancroft is often pointed to by Reese/Rizzuto 

supporters as justification for their election. 

In finding other worthy shortstops to throw in for compari

son with Reese and Rizzuto, I found a number of good players 

from the already glutted 1880's to 1910. If the seventies were 

a Golden Era for pitchers, then this time was truly spectacular 

for shortstops. Four players from this era merited considera-
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tion: George Davis of the Giants and White Sox; "Bad Bill" 

Dahlen, also of the Giants as well as Cubs and Dodger8; Ed Mc-

Kean of the Cleveland Indian';; and "Pebbly" Jack Glascock, vet-

eran of ei~ht different teams. I struggled finding active 

players with ten years or more experience and finally used 

Larry Bowa, Dave Concepcion, and Bert Campaneris. These are 

lean times for shortstops of considerable talent. 

The combined rankings point out what may be the biggest 

oversight by the Veteran's Committee. George Davis rises above 

all others to place second to only Honus Wagner. It seems 

strange that so many of his contemporaries were selected for 

membership and this twenty year veteran with 2,688 hits, 1,435 

RBI's, 1,544 runs scored, 616 stolen bases, .297 batting average, 

and four fielding titles would be passed over. Surely his single 

championship did not keep him out. Bobby Wallace and Luke Appling 

both have less. 

As for the others, Davis' other contemporary, Bill Dahlen, 

stacks up well against present Hall of Famers. He ends up just 

behind Joe Cronin and just ahead of Joe Sewell for fifth place 

overall. Luis Aparicio, all star with the White Sox and Orioles, 

tied Boudreau's mark of eight fielding titles. Phil Rizzuto 

holds the most number of championships with ten, fOllowed close-

ly by Pee Wee Reese with eight. 

Do the statistics show a great conspiracy to ban short-

stops from Cooperstown's hallowed halls? I think not. First, 

since ]970 a full five shortstops have been added to the ranks 

of Hall of Fame memb~rs. This averages better than one every -
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third year. The controversy, if you can call it that, would be 

better placed upon the choices of the electorate and not the 

actual nwnber of admittances. In this instance, there might be 

some room for debating the standards of the Baseball Writers and 

veteran's Committee. I believe that George Davis should be 

elected ilnmediately with special consideration going to Bill 

Dahlen as well. Luis Aparicio has been on the writers ballot 

for five years and has failed to gain a large show of support. 

Granted, the other players up for election have been fairly 

outstanding in recent years, but Aparicio's achievements also 

deserve proper recognition. One would think that a fourteen year 

veteran with a lifetime batting average of .318 would rate 

pretty highly on the Hall's el~ctorate lists, but Arky Vaughan 

appears to be lost in the vacuum of time. The Pittsburgh 

Pirate of the thirties and forties hopefully will be found again 

sometime in the near future. 

What of Pee Wee Reese and Phil Rizzuto? There is no doubt 

that thes,e two spark plugs were instrumental in keeping the 

cross town dominance of the Dodgers and Yankees going in the 

late forties and fifties. Of the two, however, only Reese 

merits election to the Hall at this time. Unfortunately, Rizzuto 

never put the numbers on the board over his career. To put 

him in the Hall of Fame ahead of the others mentioned above 

would be to displace Joe Tinker as least effective Cooperstown 

shortstop. The press may feel otherwise, but the Veteran's 

Committee is showing a good deal of wisdom in not succumbing to 
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pressure to place these two in the annals of baseball's best. 

Their time may come, but it is not today. 

THIRD BASEMEN 

Since the time that Alexander Cartwright first laid out 

four bases in a diamond shape, ninety feet apart, the area 

surrounding the three quarter pOint in the circuit has been 

universally dubbed the "hot corner." Given the majority of 

right handed hitters in the game, it has been a rule of thumb 

that the hardest hit balls are usually pulled in the direction 

of third base. It only makes sense that a manager would play 

one of his best at the third base position. Like most of 

life, however, the things that make the most sense are usually 

not the things that are carried out. 

Going into the 1983 balloting for Hall of Fame election, 
. 

the third base members of the Hall comprised the most exclu-

sive group in Cooperstown. Only five players to date had been 

elected to the Hall from the third base position. This is 

not necessarily because of another supposed conspiracy to lock 

out players of a certain position. It results more from the 

fact that the rise of the third basemen as a super star of the 

game has been a relatively recent phenomenon. It seems that 

managers in baseball's earlier days were reluctant to play 

their better players at third due to a fairly high injury 

rate. If the player had a good glove, he was moved to the 

safer position of shortstop. If he was an exceptional hitter, 

he found himself either at first base or the outfield. As a 
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result, few players emerged as great third basemen and candi

dates for membership among baseball's best. 

Jimmy Collins, Boston favorite during the gay nineties and 

early twentieth century, was the first third baseman inducted. 

This took place in 1945, a full nine years after the first mem

bers of the Hall were admitted. He was followed by Pie Traynor, 

Pittsburgh Pirate of the twenties and thirties, in 1948, and 

Frank "Home Run" Baker in 1955. These three were the only 

third basemen in Cooperstown until 1976 when old New York Giant 

Freddie Lindstrom gained his share of immortality. Two years 

later on his fifth ballot, Eddie Mathews, Hank l.a:cons slugging 

teammate, became only the fifth member of this exclusive club. 

1983 was a banner year for third basemen, however, as George 

Kell, slick fielder from the forties and fifties, and Brooks 

Robinson, on his first ballot, were elected to the Hall bringing 

the total to seven. 

As they measure up against one another, the slugger, Eddie 

Mathews, comes out as the best overall player. He leads in 

slugging average with .509, home runs with 512, RBI's with 1,487, 

and runs at 1,444. While Pie Traynor is last in home runs at 

58, he does lead in batting average with a career mark of .320, 

and finishes second in the rankings. Brooks Robinson, longtime 

Oriole cornerstone famed for his world series heroics, leads 

the fielding category by far with eleven outstanding seasons. 

He also holds the longevity mark with 23 years and compiled 

2,848 hits. Frank "Home Run" Baker hit only 93 round trippers 

in his career, but led the American League in that area 
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every season from 1911 - 1914. 

with 235 stolen bases. 

He also leads third basemen 

I found fifteen players I thought might be worthy of 

consideration to a Hall of Fame berth as a third baseman. If 

the seventies go down as a Golden Era for pitchers, it should 

also be considered a Golden Age for third basemen. Since 1969, 

a full eight of the players considered have seen action. Of 

these, six are still active and have quite a few years until 

retirement. At the same time, it must be remembered that the 

lack of a truly dominant third baseman in baseball history 

leads to a questionable standard of what is excellence. 

In combined comparison, a situation much like that of 

George Davis discussed in the last section becomes apparent. 

Lave Cross was to Philadelphia what his contemporary, Jimmy 

Collins, was to Boston. He played for both the Phillies and 

Connie Mack's Athletics during the 1890's up until 1907. 

During that time, he compiled 2,644 hits for a batting average 

of .292. He drove in 1,345 runs, scoring 1,332 himself while 

stealing 301 bases. He led his league five times in fielding, 

and helped Philadelphia collect three championships in his 

twenty-one year career. He was, in short, the first great all 

around third basemen. Despite this, he has been passed over 

for forty-seven years for election to Baseball's Hall of Fame. 

The Veteran's Committee should re-open its books regarding 

players of this era. It is obvious that they have missed a few 

deserving athletes in their search for candidates to be 

enshrined in Cooperstown. 
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Ken Boyer, tragically taken by cancer last year, has been 

on the Baseball l.vriters ballot for nine years. This 1964 MVP 

put together fifteen tremendous seasons for the Cardinals during 

the fifties and sixties. He will probably be inducted sometime 

in the future, but it will sadly be posthumously. Another 

noteworthy third baseman from this era is Cub All-Star Ron Santo. 

He slugged 349 home runs in his illustrious career. He has 

been on the ballot for four years and has yet to make a formid

able showing. His name will probably end up with the Veteran's 

Committee. Hopefully, he will not be slipped over in the manner 

of Lave Cross. 

Another player with Veteran Committee standing is Bob 

Elliot of the Pirates and Braves. During his fifteen years, he 

compiled more than 1,000 runs and RBI's while winning Most Valu

able Player honors in 1947. Stan Hack, Cubbie from the thirties 

and forties, owns a .301 lifetime average and four champion

ship rings. This also merits consideration by the committee. 

Before they are through, either Mike Schmidt or George 

Brett may be considered the best that ever played the hot corner. 

Schmidt is a slugger without present day equal, and Brett was 

the last player to flirt with a .400 hitting season. They both 

rank in the last half of this study, but as mentioned earlier 

they both have a number of productive seasons ahead of them. 

They own t:hree MVP titles between them, and there is no reason 

not to expect this total to increase. Chances are good that 

they will follow Brooks Robinson as first ballot inductees. 

By that time, however, the ranks of the Hall of Fame third 
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basemen hopefully will have swelled. 

OUTFIELDERS 

I have to admit to being slightly dumbfounded as far as 

a discussion of Hall of Fame outfielders. As a group, these 

forty-six men rank first in home runs and runs scored in an 

average comp~rison with the other positions. In all other 

offensive categories, they rank no worse than second. Only 

in fielding, where the competition for a title is three times 

as severe as any other position, does this group finish lower 

than second. If they are a potent force taken collectively, 

studied individually they represent the greatest players the 

game has ever spawned. 

The outfield has always been a breeding ground for great

ness. Think back on the history of baseball. Now try to pick 

the best players of all time at each position. With a little 

effort you could come up with a best player at every infield 

position and a pitcher to go with them. Trying to pick only 

three outfielders is nearly impossible. Any list of three 

leaves a number of truly spectacular players off the roster. 

Suppose you took Ty Cobb, Babe Ruth, and Willie Mays. That 

list leaves Hank Aaron, Stan Musial, and Ted Williams out in the 

cOld. Let's make it easier. Take the three best from each 

league. Now you can have Cobb, Ruth, and Williams from the Amer

ican League and Aaron, Mays, and Musial from the "Senior Circuit." 

Of course you leave out Mickey Mantle, Joe DiMaggio and Tris 

Speaker from the American League and the likes of Mel Ott, 

Roberto Clemente, and Duke Snider from the Nationals. Even after 

these twelve, you still have Frank Robinson, Al Kaline, Pete 
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Rose, and Carl Yastrzemski to consider. My point is simply 

this: no other group of players have surpassed greatness to 

become immortal legends in such large numbers. 

I believe that when we think of the best teams of past 

years, our minds turn more to the star outfielder who appears 

on each of these teams than any other player. Granted, a pit

cher here or an infielder there will occasionally grab our 

attention but not with such frequency as those tenders of the 

green pastures. It seems natural that these players rival 

pitchers in total Hall of Fame members. It also seems to be an 

effort in futility to try to rank these players against one 

another. ~ow can one truly excellent outfielder be any more 

excellent than his fellow legendary Hall members? For the sake 

of consistency, however, we will continue our look at the num

bers of these exceptional ball players. 

Ty Cobb comes out on top of the list. During his twcnty-

four year career, longest of the outfielders in the Hall, he 

collected more hits, runs, and highest lifetime batting average 

than any man to ever step on a Major League diamond. Second on 

the list is the "Bambino",Babe Ruth. Babe has the highest 

career slugging average in baseball history at .690. Stan "The 

Man" Musial came out third and actually had three league leading 

seasons fielding balls in the outfield. Hank Aaron, fourth in 

the order, played more games and had more at bats than any Hall 

member. He also eclipsed the Babe's home run and RBI marks, 

finally collecting 755 round trippers while driving in 2,297 
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runs. Tris Speaker, Willie Mays, Ted Williams, Al Simmons, 

Frank Robinson, and Mel Ott round out the Top Ten in that order. 

Mickey Mantle, thirteenth overall, played for twelve champ-

ionship seasons with the Yankees, leading the category. "Slid-

ing" Billy Hamilton of the old stolen base era collected 937 

thefts to take top honors there. 

When dealing with a group of legends setting the Hall of 

Fame standard for outfielders, it is a necessary state of 

affairs that a large number of good athletes remain outside 

Cooperstown's hallowed halls. Even at that, according to the 

rankings only two players could crack the top twenty: Carl 

Yastrzemski at fourteen and Pete Rose at nineteen. The next 

non-member outfielder, Billy Williams, could only reach the 

twenty-eighth all around position. It would take quite an 

effort fer any future outfielder to head this illustrious list, 

let alone finish in the top ten. Ordinary men can simply not 

reach the same heights giants have scaled. 

Carl Yastrzemski, the last man to win a triple crown, 

dOing so in 1967, is but the middle man in what may be the 

greatest single team outfield legacy since the Yankees saw 

Babe Ruth's successor, Joe DiMaggio, replaced by Mickey Mantle 

in the fans' eyes. Fenway Park attendees, starting in 1939 and 

interrupted only by the war years, saw Ted Williams, immediately 

fOllowed by Carl Yastrzemski, who immediately preceeded Jim Rice, 

tending the outfield grass just in front of the infamous "Green 

Monster." Such an outfield dynasty is not likely to be repeated 
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anytime in the future. "Yaz" is a first ballot shoo-in. 

Pete Rose is another future first ballot member of the Hall. 

You either love him or hate him, but you cannot deny that no 

man has put so much of himself and his personal drive into the 

game since Ty Cobb. Before he finishes, he may very well pass 

all of Cobb's long standing records. Reggie Jackson, "Mr. Octo

ber", figures to see his day in Cooperstown. Like Rose, he has 

inflicted his personality on the game like none of his American 

League peers. The other active outfielder with ten years ex

perience who stands a decent chance of enshrinement is Al Oliver. 

He needs a few more good seasons and is supposedly already es

timating what he needs to do to attain Hall of Fame membership. 

Of those players recently retired, Willie Stargell hopes 

to gain his seventy-five percent of the votes soon after be

coming eligible. The 1979 Most Valuable Player was to the Pitts

burgh Pirates what Ernie Banks was to the Chicago Cubs. Lou 

Brock, baseball's most accomplished all-time base stealer with 

938, becomes eligible in 1985. How long it takes him to be 

elected should be a proper gauge of how the Hall's electorate 

will view the upcoming super speedsters now assulting the base

paths. 

As we have found at every other position, there are a 

couple outfielders who appear to be worthy of election but seem 

to be lacking in support. Neither Billy Williams nor Vada Pinson 

were ever dominating during their careers. They were, however, 

very good consistently year in and year out. They rank twenty-
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eighth and thirty-first respectively on the all-time list. 

Williams collected 2,711 hits in his eighteen year career with 

the Cubs. In 1972, he led the National League in batting and 

slugging average. Vada Pinson's stats are almost identical in 

that he also played eighteen seasons and hit safely 2,757 times. 

This places him thirty-first on the all-time hit list going into 

the 1983 season. 

I believe a slow down in the rate outfielders are placed 

into the Hall may be upon us. Yastrzemski, Rose, Jackson, Star

gell, and Brock are all almost as~urcd of induction to the Hall 

of Fame. Of the others, I can only say that their time may 

come, but it cannot be predicted in the near future. Surely 

Williams and Pinson are deserving, but they will probably have 

to wait until their cases come before the veteran's Committee. 

The older era players, much like their pitching counterparts, 

may have seen their door closed as far as enshrinement. On the 

whole, baseball and its fans are waiting for the next generation 

of great outfielders so that they too will have in their memories 

the stuff legends are made of. I hope that time is drawing near. 
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CONCLUSION 

Baseball is America's game. Baseball's Hall of Fame 

is the one place where America's favorite athletes receive 

the ultimate recognition from the establishment and the 

fans. It is iln institution whose sole purpose is the continua-

tion of the memories of great moments and players in the history 

of the sport. It was founded to honor the hero and delight the 

fan. It has succeeded famously on both counts. 

What ias this study shown? First, I believe it confirms 

the wisdom of the Hall's electorate in its decisions regarding 

membership. At no position do we find an eligible veteran, 

topping all other players in his position, who is not in the 

Hall of Fame. Granted, we did find some members of the Hall 

finishing at the bottom of the ratings, but this does not make 

for a necessarily unwise election. The early voters had no way 

of determining the quality of play that would be reached by 

future veterans of the game. Furthermore, the standard of excel-

lence set forth at a position is not determined by its weakest 

member. It is formulated by an average of all the honored few 

at each position. By this policy, the standards for admittance 

will properly rise as players keep getting better and better. 

Using the Hall's standard of excellence over time, I believe 

this study has discovered some deserving players overlooked by 

past and present Cooperstown voters. Joe Torre at catcher, 

first baseman Orlando Cepeda, and Old-timers Bid McPhee, George -
Davis, and Lave Cross at second, short, and third base respective-

ly, should be given a closer look as far as their membership 
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potential. Other worthy players fall in line behind them on 

Veteran Committee lists. Pitcher Don Drysdale may not have 

been the Cjreatest hurler to step on a mound, but he was one of 

the best, as was Jim Bunning. They both are overdue for their 

deserved honor on the steps of the Hall of Fame. 

This study has also helped to develop a greater apprecia

tion for baseball eras and the type of player excelling in each. 

In the nineteenth century we see the dominance of the speedy 

singles hitter. The early twentieth century gives rise to the 

powerful starting pitcher. With the twenties came Babe Ruth 

and the home run hitter was thrust into the game. By the fif

ties and sixties, all-around skills and team ball was emphasized 

and play became balanced. Today, we find ourselves in the final 

days of a Golden Age for pitchers. We also see the emergence 

of the third baseman and relief pitcher as game-shaping players. 

What the next era holds in store is anyone's guess. 

The electors of the Hall of Fame hold a great responsibil

ity to the players, to the fans, and to themselves. To the 

players, the Hall of Fame is the last reward in their careers. 

The electors owe them a fair system in regards to judging the 

accomplishments of the Major League veterans. To the fans, the 

Hall represents all the best memories of the game. The electors 

owe the fans an exhibit of only the best, and all the best base

ball has produced. Finally, the electors owe it to themselves 

to keep the standards of excellence high enough to keep Hall 

membership exclusive enough to insure its lofty place in the 

minds of American sports fans. 
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YRS 

AB 

SA 

HR 

RBI 

SB 

BA 

FA 

CT 

YOB 

KEY 

- Scored category 

- Number of major league seasons 

- At bats 

Slugging average (486 = .486) 

- Home runs 

- Runs batted in 

- Stolen bases 

- Batting average (313 = .313) 

- Nwnber of league leading fielding average seasons at 
that position. 

- Nwnber of championship teams 

- Number of years eligible for Hall of Fame election 
(* Indicates player active in 1983.) 

ERA Earned run average (213 = 2.13) 

PER Winning percentage (665 = .665) 

SHO - Shut outs 

So - Strike outs 

SO/W - Strike outs to walks percentage (292 = 2.92) 

H/IP - Hits to nine innings pitched average (793 = 7.93) 

+ - Hall of Fame member 

A - Played before 1887 

B - Played between 1888 - 1897 

C Played in Negro Leagues 

D - Played less than ten major league seasons at position 

E - Banned from baseball by 1919 scandal 
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MEMBER CATCHERS 
'/ 

,,',' 

NAMl'.. YRS GAMES AB *HITS *SA *HR *RBI *RUNS *SB *BA *FA CT YOB TOTAL 

Bill Dickey 17 1789 6300 1969 486 202 1209 930 36 313 4 8 8 27 
Yogi Berra 19 2120 7555 2150 482 358 1430 1175 30 285 2 14 6 27 
Gabby Hartnett 20 1990 6432 1912 489 236 1179 867 28 297 6 4 14 31 
Mickey Cochrane 1 ') 1482 5169 1652 /. -,0 119 832 1041 64 320 3 5 10 34 l.J '"t/0 

King Kelly - A 16 1463 5923 1820 437 69 794 1363 315 307 0 7 9 38 
Buck Ewing - A 18 l315 5363 1625 455 70 733 1129 336 303 I 2 3 40 
Roy Campanella - C IO 1215 4205 I 161 500 242 856 627 25 276 2 5 12 46 
Ray Schalk 18 1760 5306 1345 316 12 594 579 176 253 5 2 19 57 
Roger Bresnahan 17 1430 4480 1253 379 26 530 683 212 280 0 2 9 58 
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MEMBER 1ST BASEMEN 
:..-

r' 

NAME YRS GAMES AB *HITS *SA *HR *RBI *RUNS *SB *BA *FA CT YOB TOTAL 

Jimmy Foxx 20 2317 8134 2646 609 534 1921 1751 88 325 2 3 6 29 
Lou Gehrig 17 2164 8001 2721 632 493 1990 1888 102 340 0 7 0 29 
Cap Anson - ~ 22 2276 9120 3041 451 96 1715 1719 247 333 6 6 3 39 
Roger Connor - A 18 1998 7798 2480 487 .')" 1078 .,:. ') 1 ')')"7 318 4 2 40 50 IJU IU"- I "-"-I 

Dan Brouthers - A 19 1673 6716 2304 520 106 1056 1523 235 343 4 10 51 
George Sisler 15 2055 8267 2812 467 99 1175 1283 375 340 0 0 3 52 
Bill Terry 14 1721 6428 2193 506 154 1078 1120 56 341 2 3 18 56 
Johnny Mize 15 1884 6443 2011 562 359 1337 1118 28 312 2 5 28 58 
Jake Beckley - B 20 2386 9526 2930 436 ·88 1575 1600 315 308 0 0 35 59 
Hank Greenberg 13 1394 5193 1628 605 331 1276 1051 58 313 1 4 9 61 
Jim Bottomley 16 1991 7471 2313 500 219 1422 1177 58 310 0 4 37 62 
George Kelly 16 1622 5993 1778 452 148 1020 819 65 297 1 4 37 79 
Frank Chance 17 1285 4299 1276 394 20 596 797 405 297 I 4 10 84 

MEMBER 2ND BASEMEN 

Eddie Collins 25 2826 9949 3311 428 47 1299 1818 743 333 9 6 3 23 
Nap Lajoie - B 21 2475 9589 3251 466 81 1599 1504 395 339 7 0 I 24 
Rogers Hornsby 23 2259 8173 2930 577 301 1584 1579 135 358 I 3 5 25 
Charlie Gehringer 19 2323 8860 2839 480 184 1427 1774 182 320 7 3 7 26 
Frank Frisch 19 2311 9112 2880 432 105 1244 1532 419 316 3 8 10 33 
Jackie Robinson - C 10 1382 4877 1518 474 137 734 947 197 311 3 6 6 43 
Billie Herman 15 1922 7707 2345 407 47 839 1163 67 304 3 4 28 50 
Johnny Evers 18 1782 6134 1658 334 12 538 919 324 270 I 5 10 58 

MEMBER 3RD BASEMEN 

Eddie Mathews 17 2388 8537 2315 509 512 1487 1444 68 271 3 10 22 
Pie Traynor 17 1941 7559 2416 435 58 1273 1183 158 320 I 2 II 27 
Brooks Robinson 23 2896 10654 2848 401 268 1357 1233 28 267 II 6 6 29 
Frank Baker 13 1575 5985 1838 440 93 1012 887 235 307 I 6 19 31 
Freddie Lindstrom 13 1438 56 I I 1747 449 103 779 895 84 3 I I I 2 40 34 
Jimmy Collins - B 14 1728 6796 2000 409 64 982 1055 194 294 2 4 9 36 
George Kell 15 1795 6702 2054 414 78 870 881 51 306 7 0 26 39 
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MEMBER SHORTSTOPS 

";.. 

.' 
NAME YRS GAMES AB *H1TS *SA *HR *RB1 *RUNS *sn *BA *FA CT YOn TOTAL 

Homus Wagner - B 21 2786 10427 3430 469 101 1732 1740 722 329 3 4 0 14 
Ernie Banks - C 19 2528 9421 2583 500 512 1636 1305 50 274 3 0 6 38 
Joe Cronin 20 '2124 7579 2285 468 170 1424 1233 87 301 2 1 II 42 
Joe Sewell 14 1902 7132 2226 413 In 1051 1141 74 312 ') '} I. 1 I. "7 

'*:1 ..J "- ... .. , 
Luke Appling 20 2422 8857 2749 398 45 1116 1319 179 310 0 0 14 49 
Bobby Wallace - B 25 2386 8652 2314 360 35 1 121 1057 201 267 2 0 17 59 
Lou Boudreau 15 1646 6030 1779 415 68 789 861 51 295 8 1 18 60 
Hugh Jennings - B 17 1285 4906 1526 405 18 840 994 359 31 1 3 5 9 61 
Rabbit Maranville 23 2670 10078 2605 340 28 884 1255 291 258 3 2 18 61 
Travis Jackson 15 1656 6086 1768 433 135 929 833 71 291 2 4 46 63 
Monte Ward - A 17 1825 7647 2123 344 26 686 1408 504 278 1 3 28 69 
Dave Bancroft 16 1913 7182 2004 358 32 591 1048 145 279 2 4 35 74 
Joe Tinker 15 1804 6439 1694 354 31 782 774 336 263 5 5 10 75 
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MEMBER OUTFIELDERS 
/' 

r' 

NAME YRS GAMES AB *H1TS *SA *HR *RB1 *RUNS *SB *BA *FA CT YOB TOTAL 

Ty Cobb 24 3033 11429 4191 513 118 1959 2244 892 367 1 3 0 59 
Babe Ruth 22 2503 8399 2873 690 714 2204 2174 123 342 1 10 0 67 
Stan Musial 22 3026 10972 3630 559 475 1951 1949 78 331 3 4 6 75 
Hank Aaron 23 3298 12364 3771 555 755 2297 2174 240 305 0 3 6 83 
Tris Speaker 22 2789 10208 3515 500 117 1559 1881 433 344 2 3 1 86 
Willie Mays 22 2992 10881 3283 557 660 1903 2062 338 302 0 5 6 90 
Ted Williams 19 2292 7706 2654 634 521 1839 1798 24 344 0 1 6 110 
Al Simmons 20 2215 8761 2927 535 307 1827 1507 87 334 2 3 9 115 
Frank Robinson 21 2808 10006 2943 537 586 1812 1829 204 294 0 5 6 124 
Mel Ott 22 2732 9456 2876 533 5 I 1 1860 1859 89 304 1 3 4 128 
Ed Delahanty - B 16 1834 7506 2591 503 100 1464 1599 456 345 0 0 9 133 
Al Kaline 22 2834 10116 3007 480 399 1583 1622 137 297 2 2 6 137 
Mickey Mantle 18 2401 8102 2415 557 536 1509 1677 153 298 I 12 6 139 
Paul Waner 20 2549 9459 3152 473 112 1309 1626 104 333 0 1 7 151 
Harry Heilmann 17 2146 7787 2660 520 183 1551 1291 112 342 0 0 16 153 
Goose Gos lin 18 2287 8655 2735 500 248 1609 1483 175 316 0 5 30 155 
Willie Keeler - B 19 2124 8594 2962 420 34 810 1722 495 345 2 5 3 156 
Joe DiMaggio 13 1736 6821 2214 579 361 1537 1390 30 325 1 11 4 159 
Jesse Burkett - B 16 2072 8435 2874 449 75 952 1713 392 341 0 0 10 163 
Hugh Duffy - B 17 1736 7062 2314 450 103 1299 1553 599 328 0 5 9 165 
Sam Thompson - A 15 1410 6005 1986 505 128 1299 1262 221 331 2 I 38 170 
Roberto Clemente 18 2433 9454 3000 475 240 1305 1416 83 317 0 4 I 175 
Fred Clarke - B 21 2245 8588 2708 432 67 1015 1626 506 315 2 4 9 176 
Sam Crawford 19 2517 9579 2964 452 97 1525 1393 366 309 0 3 21 176 
Zack Wheat 19 2410 9106 2884 450 132 1261 1289 205 317 I 2 23 178 
Joe Medwick 17 1984 7635 2471 505 205 1383 1198 42 324 I 2 20 187 
Billy Hamilton - B 14 1593 6283 2161 431 40 736 1693 937 344 0 2 25 191 
Sam Rice 20 2404 9269 2987 427 34 1078 1515 351 322 0 3 29 191 
Heinie Manush 17 2009 7653 2524 479 110 1173 1287 114 330 0 I 25 194 
Kiki Cuyler 18 1879 716 I 2299 473 127 1065 1305 328 321 0 4 30 196 
Duke Snider 18 2143 7161 2116 540 407 1333 1259 99 295 0 7 16 197 
Joe Kelley - B 17 1845 7018 2242 454 65 1193 1426 443 319 0 5 35 199 
Chuck Klein 17 1753 6486 2076 543 300 120 I 1168 79 320 0 36 200 
Earl Averi 11 13 1669 6358 2020 533 238 1165 1224 69 318 0 34 213 
Max Carey 20 2476 9363 2665 385 69 800 1545 738 285 a 25 220 
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